COMPARATIVES REPHRASING 2

Use 1-3 words to fill the gap in the second sentence so that it has the same meaning as the first.

Example:  
I normally get to work at 8:00.  
I normally __________ work at 8:00.

Answer:  
I normally arrive at work at 8:00.

Comparatives:

1. Hedgehogs are cuter than cows.  
   Cows ________ cute as hedgehogs.

2. Cheetahs can run faster than dogs. 
   Dogs can’ ________ as cheetahs.

3. Giant squids are far smaller than blue whales.  
   Blue whales are ________ bigger than giant squids.

4. Angel is cleverer than you. 
   You ________ as clever as Angel.

5. London is more populated than Paris. 
   Paris is ________ populated than London.
a. aren´t as
b. run as fast
c. far/much
d. aren´t/are not
e. less